
SENSE  Operation manual

What is in the box
1 - SENSE Smart Sensor
1 - 6’ Control Cable
1 - SENSE Distance and Delay Control Module
(Above items are all pre-assembled as 1 unit)
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Adjusting range and delay
This SENSE Control Module utilizes a micro dial to control both distance and delay. We have included a small flat head screw driver if you wish 
to adjust the settings. The “Delay” setting controls how long of a delay (in seconds) there should be between the time the SENSE module 

*.mov is only an ex-
ample, you can use 
any compatible file 
extension (mp4,  
avi,  vob,  etc..)

Basic operation SENSE
The SENSE Smart Sensor comes pre assembled with our SENSE 
control module. Right out of the box you may set up and test the 
SENSE smart sensor with any of our interactive media players (VP71, 
VP71XD, HD2700D and HD2700M). Once fully connected you may 
trigger your video by approaching the SENSE Smart Sensor. By de-
fault the distance range is set to 4 1/2’.  As long as you stand in front 
of the sensor your desired video will play. Once you exit the detection 
zone an “exit” or “goodbye” video will play briefly.  It will then return 
to the attract video.

Quick set up tips
1) Connect your interactive player to a TV, connect the SENSE control cable to the I/O port and then connect power
2) Load 4 video files onto an SD or USB drive (if you ordered the SENSE with one of our media players then your SD/USB are already pre loaded 
the with sample files)
 A) Label your looping “attract” video 000.mov*
 B) Label your triggered video 001.mov*

Note: Your triggered video will only play once and if the person is still in front of the sensor they will see the “attract” video for a 
brief second before the triggered video will play again.  To avoid this, you may extend your triggered video by simply duplicat-
ing it within any video editing program. For example, if your triggered video is 30 seconds long, you may duplicate it 4 times 
and export one longer two minute file.

 C) Label your exit video 002.mov*
Note: If you do not wish to have an Exit video, simply duplicate your 000.mov* file again and label it 002.mov*. Duplicate your 
000 video file 1 more time and label 003.mov*

detects someone and the corresponding 
video is triggered. This delay effects the 
time when approaching the sensor as well 
and leaving. The default setting is instant 
(0).  The “Distance” setting controls the 
detection range. Keep in mind the sen-
sor will detect any solid object (not only 
a person). If your 001 video is constantly 
playing you should lower the distance 
setting. The approximate range is 3’ to 16 
1/2’ and the default setting is 3’
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